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Abstract
This study explores the impact of IT governance on enhancing firm performance in Qatar, considering its unique context as a rapidly emerging nation with a burgeoning digital landscape. IT governance, as an extension of corporate governance, plays a pivotal role in improving operational efficiency, aligning strategies, managing risks, and creating value through technology. Drawing upon existing literature and theoretical frameworks, the study introduces a model that identifies key factors such as IT strategy formulation, IT infrastructure management, IT risk management, IT investment decision-making, and IT performance measurement, elucidating how IT governance influences business success. By synthesizing these concepts, this research lays the foundation for future empirical investigations, highlighting the critical role of effective IT governance in achieving superior firm performance in Qatar and similar contexts. The findings carry practical implications for practitioners, policymakers, and researchers aiming to enhance IT governance practices and understand their impact in Qatar's evolving digital landscape, ultimately contributing to our comprehension of how IT governance shapes organizational success and competitiveness in this dynamic environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Information Technology (IT) has become an integral and essential part of business operations, enabling corporations to enhance efficiency, competitiveness, and overall firm financial performance. Nevertheless, the effective management and governance of IT resources and initiatives are crucial for corporations to fully realize the benefits and potential of technology. IT governance can be defined as the framework and processes that improve decision-making and accountability for IT investments and activities, plays an essential role in shaping the link between IT and firm performance. The impact of IT governance on firm performance has garnered significant attention from researchers, practitioners, and policymakers alike. A well-designed and implemented IT governance framework can facilitate strategic alignment between IT and business objectives, optimize resource allocation, mitigate risks, and promote value creation through technology-driven initiatives. It guarantees that IT investments are in line with organizational objectives, facilitates making decisions, and offers tools for assessing and monitoring IT performance.

Studies looking at how IT governance affects business performance have consistently identified links in the right direction. It has been demonstrated that good IT governance procedures improve operational effectiveness, productivity, innovation,
customer happiness, and financial performance. The revenue, share of the market, and sustainable growth of companies that emphasize and invest in IT governance processes tends to be better than those of their counterparts. On the other hand, bad IT governance can result in a mismatch between business and IT strategy, excessive investment, improved vulnerabilities, and lost opportunities to leverage technology.

Understanding and enhancing IT governance procedures is important for more than just one firm. Governments and regulatory organizations are aware of the value IT governance plays in promoting a digital economy and guaranteeing the safety and confidentiality of data and systems. The importance of IT governance in enhancing business performance is especially relevant in Qatar, a nation that is undergoing a rapid digital revolution. Qatar offers a distinctive framework for investigating the relationship between IT governance and business achievement because of its ambitious national policies and technological investments. As a result, this study's conceptual approach tries to analyze how IT governance in Qatar promotes company performance.

By combining existing theories and literature, such as (Lunardi, Becker, Macada, & Dolci, 2014; Webb, Pollard, & Ridley, 2006; Stoel & Muhanna, 2011), the research will create a thorough model that shows the essential elements and processes by which IT governance affects business performance. The research will add to the body of information on IT governance and business performance and will give practitioners, decision-makers, and scholars new perspectives on how to improve IT governance in Qatar and other contexts.

Overview of information technology's (IT) expanding influence among businesses

Effective IT governance is crucial for maximizing IT investments and enhancing business performance. A particular emphasis on the location of Qatar and the expanding IT sector there. Traditionally, the structure, membership, size, and presence of independent members have been the main areas of concern for boards of directors. These boards, however, frequently fall short in terms of risk management and IT control. In this aspect, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act's implementation has resulted in substantial improvements because, according to various studies, it has increased boards' attention to IT governance. Despite the fact that IT controls are becoming increasingly important, stakeholders and corporate management still have difficulties incorporating them into the company's sector.

The majority of emerging nations with historically closed economies recently adopted economic openness and started modernizing their legal framework, company legislation, and corporate governance code. For instance, in order to promote effective governance processes within listed businesses in the Qatar financial market, the Qatar financial Market implemented new corporate governance legislation. The goal was to make sure that communication between the company's board of directors and the management team, as well as between shareholders and the board, was transparent. It is crucial to identify the main goals of the study, such as looking at the connection between Qatari corporate performance and IT governance. Emphasize the study's importance in advancing knowledge and influencing organizations' practices.

The primary aim of this study is to investigate how IT governance influences firm performance in Qatar's rapidly evolving digital landscape. Effective IT governance plays a critical role in bridging the connection between IT and firm performance, offering opportunities to boost efficiency, competitiveness, and overall financial performance.
This research aims to emphasize the significance of IT governance in the Qatari business context and its potential to shape organizational success within this dynamic environment.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

A critical component of organizational management, governance encompasses the framework, procedures, and structures that direct and regulate an organization. It provides a structure of accountability, oversight, and decision-making to ensure the successful and efficient achievement of the organization's goals. In the context of IT governance, this framework primarily focuses on the administration and oversight of technological resources and investments.

In the realm of IT governance, several vital components collectively contribute to organizational success. Strategic alignment plays a pivotal role in ensuring that IT projects are seamlessly integrated with the broader business strategies, fostering a harmonious relationship between organizational goals and IT initiatives. Simultaneously, value delivery takes center stage, aiming to optimize the value extracted from IT investments, resulting in improved operational efficiency and heightened customer satisfaction. The rigorous processes of risk management come into play, meticulously identifying and mitigating IT-related risks, encompassing concerns like data privacy and cybersecurity to safeguard the organization's interests. Resource management effectively allocates and harnesses IT resources, from personnel to infrastructure, ensuring their efficient deployment. Finally, performance measurement enters the scene, establishing essential metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of IT governance, thereby enabling data-driven decisions and continuous enhancements. In unison, these components constitute a comprehensive framework that bolsters business performance through the prism of IT governance.

The interconnected components of IT governance provide a framework for effective decision-making, risk management, and value generation in the realm of information technology. Organizations must prioritize key areas such as strategic alignment, value delivery, risk management, resource management, and performance assessment to successfully apply IT governance principles and enhance business performance. By incorporating these elements into their IT governance structure, organizations can improve decision-making processes, reduce risks, optimize resource utilization, and ultimately achieve better business outcomes.

2.1. Theoretical Perspectives

Understanding the relationship between IT governance and firm performance requires consideration of agency theory. The relationship between IT governance and firm performance can be understood from an appropriate theoretical framework provided by agency theory. Agency theory, which has its roots in organizational and economic theory, centers on the principal-agent relationship, in which the principal (in this case shareholders) delegates decision-making power to the agent (in this case managers), who then acts in the interest of the shareholders. According to agency theory, conflicts of interest may arise between managers and shareholders when making IT-related decisions. Managers may have personal preferences and aspirations that are not always in line with the strategic goals of the organization.
This agency issue may lead to ineffective IT spending, ineffective resource management, and ultimately weaker business performance. The interests of managers and shareholders can be aligned through the use of efficient IT governance systems to reduce agency issues. Organizations can create processes that give supervision, control, and motivation to encourage managers to behave in the organizations and its stakeholders' best interests through implementing IT governance procedures.

The information imbalance between principals and agents, for instance, can be lessened within the context of agency theory by using IT governance tools including performance assessment structures, power of decision allocation, and monitoring methods. Systems for measuring performance can promote accountability and transparency, making it possible to assess managerial performance in connection to IT investments and results. Allocating decision rights guarantees that authority to make choices is properly delegated, with distinct tasks and accountabilities for decisions pertaining to IT.

Regular reports and audits are two monitoring tools that assist in ensuring compliance and spotting any misalignment or veering from set IT governance principles. Businesses may see increased firm performance when IT governance tools successfully match with the objectives of shareholders and managers. Better financial results, increased operational effectiveness, enhanced creativity, and more customer happiness are a few examples of this. IT governance aids in achieving company objectives and goals by reducing agency issues and encouraging wise decision-making. It's crucial to remember, though, that the agency theory is not just one theoretical viewpoint that may help us understand how IT governance affects business performance.

Other theories that can enhance our knowledge of this relationship include the resource-based view, institutional theory, and contingency theory. To acquire a thorough knowledge of the complicated interplay between IT governance and company performance, researchers may use a variety of theoretical perspectives. Based on the foregoing justification, we can draw the conclusion that agency theory offers a useful lens for examining the link between IT governance and company performance. IT governance systems have the potential to have a positive impact on choices, allocation of resources, and ultimately, business performance by addressing agency issues and balancing the objectives of stakeholders and managers. To adequately represent the complicated character of IT governance and its influence on organizational outcomes, it is crucial to take into account a variety of theoretical viewpoints.

2.2. The Relationship between Traditional Corporate Governance and Firm Performance

Corporate governance is an essential component of a company's activities that includes the frameworks, procedures, and controls that drive and manage an organization. It creates a structure for attaining organizational goals, controlling risks, and defending the goals of different participants, such as owners, executives, workers, consumers, and the general public (Alabdullah, 2017; Alabdullah et al, 2014; Alabdullah et al., 2023; Alabdullah et al., 2023; Chechan et al, 2020). The concept of transparency, responsibility, and purity in choices are ensured by strong corporate governance structures, which improves the general success and sustainability of businesses.

Corporate governance functions are facilitated by a number of important instruments. The board of directors is crucial to corporate governance, to start with
(Ahmed et al., 2023; Alabdullah et al., 2023; Housian et al., 2023). As an advocate of stakeholders and guardian of their rights, the board's main duty is to give the leadership team a plan of action and oversight. The board is often made up of a varied set of directors with a range of knowledge, abilities, and backgrounds, allowing them to make decisions independently and with efficiency.

The implementation of internal control systems is a further significant technique. These systems assist businesses in identifying, evaluating, and managing risks while guaranteeing adherence to all applicable laws, rules, and internal procedures. Internal controls, which include procedures like reporting on finances, accounting, and risk management, offer confidence that the company runs responsibly and morally (Alabdullah and Housian, 2023; Alabdullah and Zobun, 2023; Almashhadani & Almashhadani, 2022). Effective internal controls can be implemented by businesses to reduce operational, financial, and risk to reputation, eventually protecting stakeholder interests and fostering longevity. Systems for participation by shareholders as well as rights are also part of corporate governance. The company's owners are its stockholders, and as such, their rights must be upheld and protected.

Corporate governance systems often make certain that stakeholders can vote, that they are given precise details in a timely manner, and that they can take role in general meeting decision-making. Methods for creating active conversation between investors and the company's leadership promote transparency and converge interests. Numerous studies have been done to investigate this connection, and the results consistently point to a link between strong corporate governance procedures and company performance (Alabdullah, 2023; Almashhadani, 2020; Al-fekhri & Alabdullah, 2021). Companies with sound corporate governance practices typically perform better than their rivals in terms of earnings, market value, and risk control. Strong mechanisms of corporate governance like promoting responsibility and reducing agency issues are measures like independent boards, open disclosure procedures, and shareholder participation. They assist in balancing the interests of shareholders and managers, reducing problems of interest, and guaranteeing that decisions are taken with the benefit of the business. This improves decision-making processes' efficiency and efficacy, which has the impact of improving financial performance and fostering sustainable growth (Alfadhal and Alabdullah, 2016; Alfadhal and Alabdullah, 20163; Alabdullah, 2023; Ahmadian et al., 2023).

In the era of rapid technological advancement, the significance of Information Technology (IT) corporate governance cannot be overstated. IT governance focuses on the strategic integration of IT with business goals, IT risk management, and efficient technology utilization. Conventional corporate governance models often struggle to address the complexities and risks posed by the rapid pace of technological innovation, cyber threats, data privacy concerns, and growing reliance on digital infrastructure. IT corporate governance ensures data security, IT risk management, and alignment of IT expenditures with business strategies.

Integrating IT governance principles into corporate governance structures empowers organizations to thrive in the digital era. This can involve establishing dedicated IT committees at the board level, ensuring board members possess IT expertise, and implementing robust cybersecurity and data protection measures. In summary, corporate governance is fundamental for organizational leadership and control, emphasizing openness, responsibility, and long-term success. Incorporating IT corporate governance is essential to navigate the challenges and opportunities presented by the
digital era, complementing traditional corporate governance approaches and enabling organizations to effectively manage technology intricacies, mitigate IT risks, and leverage the digital transformation.

2.3. IT Governance Frameworks

The framework known as COBIT for IT governance and its significance in the Qatari context served as the foundation for the current study. Control Goals for technology and information, or COBIT, is a framework for IT governance that is widely accepted. It offers recommendations and best practices to help organizations control and manage their IT resources. Organizations all across the world utilize COBIT extensively to improve IT governance procedures and create greater business and IT goal alignment. A complete approach to IT governance is formed by its five fundamental principles and seven enablers.

COBIT introduces five guiding concepts that underscore the importance of aligning IT governance with the needs of various stakeholders, promoting a comprehensive organization-wide strategy, providing a unified framework to streamline IT governance operations, advocating a holistic approach that encompasses all IT-related resources, and emphasizing the distinction between IT management and governance. These principles can be effectively applied in Qatar to enhance IT governance practices and align them with the distinctive features of the rapidly expanding Qatari corporate environment, which has witnessed remarkable economic growth. Since the nation's independence in 1971, Qatar has had strong economic growth and remarkable technology, which has contributed to a steady rise in social welfare (Lanouar et al., 2016).

With an emphasis on digital transformation and innovation, the IT sector in Qatar has noticed rapid growth (Nadkarni, S., & Haider, I., 2022). The COBIT framework can assist Qatari firms in addressing the unique difficulties and opportunities related to IT governance in this changing environment. By implementing COBIT, Qatar enterprises can establish a transparent governance framework and mechanisms to specify responsibilities for IT-related decisions, ensuring proper delegation of IT governance tasks. They can implement robust procedures for developing IT strategies aligned with the organization's broader business goals. Additionally, COBIT aids in improving risk management procedures, including data security and privacy, to address the specific challenges present in Qatar's corporate environment. This facilitates better administration of IT resources, ensuring efficient utilization and budget allocation. Furthermore, it enables the creation of performance measurement tools to track and assess the efficiency of IT governance procedures, facilitating ongoing development.

Moreover, COBIT's adaptability allows enterprises to customize its implementation to meet their specific needs and specifications. Qatari businesses can tailor the COBIT framework to align with regional laws, cultural norms, and industry-specific challenges. This ensures that the framework remains applicable and valuable in the Qatari environment, enabling organizations to maximize its benefits. In conclusion, the COBIT framework offers a comprehensive and widely accepted approach to IT governance. Utilizing its fundamental principles and enablers in the context of Qatar can enhance IT governance practices, align IT with company goals, and address the unique challenges and opportunities presented by the expanding IT industry in Qatar, ultimately improving organizational performance and strengthening IT governance.
2.4. IT Governance and Firm Financial Performance

Prior research has looked closely at the connection between IT governance and business performance, offering insightful information about how good IT governance practices affect organizational outcomes. Numerous research has used surveys, data analysis, and statistical modeling methods to study this relationship using quantitative methods. Other research has used qualitative techniques to learn more about how IT governance affects business performance, including case studies and interviews.

Organizations depend extensively on information technology (IT) for handling their activities and processes in the contemporary corporate environment. Because of this growing reliance on IT, the complex and connected nature of IT systems and facilities as well as the threats and dangers that go along with it, internal IT controls must be put in place to reduce these risks (Stoel & Muhanna, 2011).

The administrative, operational, and technological processes used in corporate governance of IT controls are intended to protect the system's information, confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Governance of information is a crucial aspect of corporate governance, according to Lunardi et al. (2014). A board of directors and executive officers are in charge of IT governance. IT governance helps firms improve their overall performance by managing IT risks and assessing the ROI of IT investments (Scheeren et al., 2013). The importance of IT in affecting firm success has been the subject of opposing studies in the past. Researchers like Stiroh (2008) discovered an antagonistic association between IT spending and business performance. Tambe & Hitt, (2012) show a positive association between IT investment and firm financial performance. However, other academics, including Carr (2003), asserted that because IT has become a commodity that directors do not view as strategically important, it no longer possesses strategic value.

It is clear from the aforementioned explanation provided through the literature study that successful IT governance policies and company performance have a beneficial relationship. The significance of IT governance in attaining strategy symmetry, efficiency in operations, risk management, and worth generation has often been highlighted in studies undertaken both generally and within specific sectors, like banking and healthcare. However, further study is required to examine the complex effects of IT governance in many business contexts and to pinpoint the precise processes by which IT governance affects business performance.

3. RESEARCH METHODS

This conceptual study employs a theoretical approach to investigate the impact of IT governance on company performance in Qatar. The research does not involve the collection of empirical data through surveys, experiments, or case studies but rather focuses on the analysis and synthesis of existing literature and theories. Researchers integrate existing concepts to develop a conceptual model that identifies key factors influencing the relationship between IT governance and business success. In this study, the method used is a conceptual approach that relies on conceptual understanding and existing theoretical frameworks.

This research also provides a foundation for future empirical research by emphasizing the importance of effective IT governance in achieving superior company performance in Qatar and similar contexts. While there is no primary data collection, this
study serves as a valuable theoretical basis for further investigations in this field. As a result, the research method used involves literature analysis and the development of a conceptual model based on existing theoretical frameworks.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The recommendations for firms in Qatar, based on the application of IT governance principles, encompass several key areas. First, adopting established IT governance frameworks like COBIT or ITIL to define clear IT-related decision-making procedures, accountability structures, and roles is advised. Additionally, developing a comprehensive IT strategy aligned with broader business objectives is crucial. Ensuring that all stakeholders understand the contribution of IT initiatives to organizational goals is essential, with periodic evaluation and adjustments to adapt to changing business requirements and technological advancements. Moreover, giving high priority to IT governance at the board level, with active board involvement in IT decision-making, is recommended to provide oversight and strategic direction.

Effective IT risk management methods, including regular risk assessments, appropriate security measures, and incident response plans, are essential to detect, evaluate, and mitigate potential hazards to computer systems and data. Compliance with relevant legal and cybersecurity regulations is emphasized. Implementing performance indicators for IT systems and processes allows for continuous monitoring and improvement. Investing in staff training and development to enhance IT skills and fostering a culture of innovation and continuous learning are crucial for supporting digital transformation efforts. Cross-functional cooperation and communication between IT and other departments enhance alignment of IT investments with company needs, ultimately improving overall performance.

Furthermore, the research provides valuable recommendations for firms in Qatar seeking to optimize their IT governance practices to enhance company performance. These recommendations are grounded in established IT governance principles and best practices and take into account the unique context of Qatar's business environment. By adopting these recommendations, firms can expect to achieve several benefits.

The implementation of well-defined IT governance frameworks such as COBIT or ITIL enhances clarity and transparency in IT decision-making, reducing conflicts of interest and aligning with strategic goals. Clear accountability structures and roles improve efficiency. Additionally, a comprehensive IT strategy aligned with broader business objectives ensures meaningful IT contributions, strategic resource allocation, and project prioritization. Board involvement in IT governance provides critical oversight and signals its importance. Effective IT risk management safeguards assets, compliance, and reputation. Performance indicators drive continuous improvement, while staff training fosters innovation and competitiveness. Cross-functional cooperation and communication align IT with company objectives, enhancing overall performance.

Despite this, the research offers practical recommendations for firms in Qatar to enhance their IT governance practices and, subsequently, their company performance. By implementing these recommendations, organizations can navigate the complex interplay between IT governance and business success, positioning themselves for long-term growth and competitiveness. However, it's important to note that the effectiveness of
these recommendations may vary depending on the specific circumstances and industry dynamics of each organization, necessitating tailored approaches to IT governance.

5. CONCLUSION

As in many emerging nations, the traditional concept of corporate governance (CG) in Qatar has evolved into a modern form centered around IT governance. This transformation comes with new rules and regulations that developing nations must adopt to stay current with this trend. This study focuses on exploring the relationship between IT governance and company performance in Qatar, which has recently experienced significant economic and social changes. Effective IT governance methods can significantly impact business performance by enhancing operational efficiency, decision-making processes, IT security, and risk management. By establishing clear IT governance frameworks, organizations in Qatar can create a structured approach to decision-making, accountability, and responsibility related to IT. This leads to greater transparency in IT operations and aligns IT expenditures with business needs. Encouraging board participation in IT governance ensures strategic oversight and informed decision-making, vital in a constantly evolving digital landscape.

Solid IT risk management processes are crucial to secure IT systems and data, reducing the risk of disruptions or breaches that could harm business performance. Compliance with relevant legal regulations and industry standards for information protection and cybersecurity builds trust with customers and stakeholders. Establishing a clear IT strategy aligns IT activities with overall business objectives, supporting growth initiatives, digital transformation, and maximizing the value derived from IT investments. Regular evaluation of IT performance metrics allows organizations to assess effectiveness, identify areas for improvement, and allocate resources wisely. Investing in IT personnel development and fostering a culture of collaboration and interaction between IT and other departments can drive innovation and maintain competitiveness in the digital era. While IT governance generally benefits business performance in Qatar, it's important to note that individual outcomes may vary based on contextual factors such as industry dynamics, company size, and IT infrastructure. Therefore, businesses should tailor their IT governance processes to their specific needs, adapt to changing environments, and periodically review and refine them. Overall, efficient IT governance contributes to improved business performance by optimizing IT investments, mitigating risks, enhancing operational efficiency, fostering innovation, and facilitating successful digital transformation. To leverage their IT capabilities and achieve sustainable business success, organizations in Qatar should prioritize the adoption of robust IT governance structures and practices.
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